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Logline
Two distanced siblings find common ground 
after an encounter involving a mud puddle and 
a car wash.



Thesis 
Statement

When siblings have large numbers of years between them in age, they can 
be distanced from each other as they grow and develop. While it can 
cause riffs and tension between them, a large age gap between siblings 
can also make those bonds even more valuable. This expanse between 
siblings can help them see situations from different perspectives, 
younger siblings can find healthy and relatable role models, and older 
siblings can still find small and meaningful moments to connect to their 
younger counterparts. 



Pitch Concept

● A 4 minute family-oriented short film, animated mostly in the style of 3D 
animation using edited pre-made character rigs 

● Focusing on character acting and emotional narrative connection
○ As well as learning new 3D skills like clothing laying, editing rigs, and 

using complex visual effects
● Over the course of this film I will learn to strengthen my character animation 

as well as improve my storytelling abilities



More of a varied feel.
Characters feel believable but also fit 
within their animated world.

Story is simpler, but touches audiences.

Style 

Tone : Inviting, moments of serious 
and playful





Mood Boards



Inspiration
Mavis Adrian



Mavis
Mavis is 24, a new adult going out into the world for the first time to 
make a life for herself. You put a lot of pressure on yourself as the 
older sibling to set the best example, but you also see your siblings 
and the memories you have together as something to protect. This 
was something I wanted to plant deep into her character. Her features 
are a bit soft with a few small points to show growth and maturity. I 
edited her rig to feel like she could just be getting to/from work. Her 
body moves from the shoulder and sometimes hands



Adrian
Adrian, on the other hand, is in a whole other world. At 14 years old, 
she is beginning the thing every adult remembers dreading - 
puberty, and all the emotional hurricanes that come with it. She 
does not hold onto the things that her older sister does, and see 
Mavis as boring. Her outfits styled after observations of modern 
teen clothing.Her hair and face are pointed , even her eyebrow 
have a harsh arch to them. She is s teen, a bit dramatic at times, so 
her actions are more impulsive and move from her head.



Character interactions



Asset Progress

How I am adjusting Adrian’s Topology:

Topology on original model was under 
a UDIM texturing system 

- All coordinates within the UV are 
represented together, instead of 
a few larger textures 
representing one area of a mesh

- Therefore, at first the mesh 
wouldn’t cooperate or allow new 
maps onto its surfaces

- I fixed this by breaking the 
connections, then reconnecting 
each part of the mesh with my 
new textures



Props



Environment 
Concept

Montana, outskirts of the 
Rocky mountains

Cradled in the edge of the 
mountains

Backroads, lightly wooded 
areas 

Partly Cloudy sky (scattered, 
as if it rained a few hours prior)



Lighting 
Studies Full Renders



Neon test

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JGHZssSWGydu58WdFah_O3JjxBBKOYbZ/preview


Final Look Dev

Background #1 Background #2



Color script



Animation process

 

First I finalize the acting choices 
within my storyboards to make 
sure the shot is what I imagined it 
to be and what I feel best fits the 
story in the action of that particular 
moment. 

Next, I translate this sketch into my 
3D space. I use basic shapes to 
outline pieces that are not 
completed yet, to simply asked as 
placeholders for the rest of my 
scene as I begin animating the 
character. This, the blocking pass, 
allows me to fill out the acting 
choices through use of video 
reference as well as my story 
boards to get acting and timing 
down just right.

After reviewing the initial 
animation, splining and polishing 
off the acting on the rig, I place 
the rest of my scene as well as 
adding final textures and lighting 
to show off the character in this 
moment to it’s fullest potential. 
Here is the final shot, prepped 
and ready for rendering!



Renders



Acting and Changes

Block and spline passes of adrian pressing button (sh_005) (sh_005_01)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RvGcLv3NaAyPbx8OjtHK4jUXLuMC4pn6/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rd8FKoky72PXcBtqNR5oLhU2vr21U76O/preview


https://youtu.be/fZkvlVe
gwO8 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZkvlVegwO8
https://youtu.be/fZkvlVegwO8
https://youtu.be/fZkvlVegwO8
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Thank you!

I will now take any questions, comments or 
concerns


